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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Front Matter

A-1. The Abstract section states, in part, "If its revised construction authorization request is
approved, DCS plans to submit to the NRC a license application for possession and use
of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material (SNM)." The submittal of a license
application is not tied to construction authorization.

Chapter 1 General Information

1-1. Section 1.3.1.5.5, pg 1.3-14, Staff Review is not included in this section (1.3.1.5.5). Is
there a staff conclusion?
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 5 Safety Assessment

5-1. Section 5.1.6.3, pg 5.0-15: delete the last paragraph, which states that there are still
open items; the conclusions do not support this.

5-2. Table 5-2, pg 5.0-82, C4 Confinement System: The VHD system is a piping system and
does not have fire dampers between fire areas. It only has fire isolation valves where the
process room exhaust exits the fire area. (CAR section 11.4.11.1.4)

5-3. Section 5.1.6.3.1, pg 5-18, Leaks of AP Process Vessels: Bounding event was changed
from purification cycle to liquid waste reception unit in KWD. (CAR section 5.5.2.1.6.4)

5-4. Section 5.1.6.3.1, pg 5-20, top paragraph from "Over/under Pressurization of Glovebox
(Confinement)" - 2nd sentence: presently states that the event is above the 70.61
threshold for the facility worker and the environment; however, per CAR section
5.5.2.1.6.8 this event is an above 10 CFR 70.61 threshold event for all receptors. The
C2 confinement system provides defense-in-depth. (CAR section 5.5.2.1.6.8)

5-5. Section 5.1.6.3.3, pg 5-28, AP Process Cells (Load Handling): Bounding event is in the
Liquid Waste Reception Unit. (23 September 2004 letter from DCS to NRC)

5-6. Section 5.1.6.4, pg 5.41, Consequence Assessment, 3rd full paragraph: Bounding
explosion is in dissolution unit. Inventory is 75 kg of unpolished plutonium. (CAR
section 5.5.3.5)
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 6 Criticality Safety

6-1. Section 6.1.3.4 Criticality Safety Process Description, pg 6.0-7, second paragraph,
second to last sentence: "... Reliance on diverse control niodes is important to minilize
the potentialfor conmnon-modejfailure... "

A diverse control mode (e.g., as a preference over redundancy) is not indicated as a
requirement in the regulation or applicable guidance; it has been discussed in a draft ISG
that has not yet been adopted. NEI has made comments relating to this issue. This
statement seems to imply additional requirements that the regulations and industry
consensus standards do not impose.

6-2. Section 6.1.3.5 Nuclear Criticality Analysis and Safety Evaluation Methods, pg 6.0-13,
3rd paragraph: "... When the neutronic and physical characteristics of the system
analyzed are not bounded by those of the experimental benchmarks, additional
adjustments for bias and uncertainties will be employed... "

ANSI/ANS 8-series standards contain similar guidance but they also note that if it can
be demonstrated that the parameters do not change, e.g., there is no trend, additional
margin does not need to be added. So this statement is more restrictive than the
accepted industry standards. Accordingly, all of the applicable guidance from the
standards should be quoted, or the standards simply cited or referenced, to ensure the
conclusions of the SER are consistent with the guidance in the standards.

6-3. Section 6.1.3.5.1 NCS Validation Report, pg 6.0-15, 2nd paragraph, 1t sentence: "Izn a
previous revision to Part II of the Validation Report, the applicant made use of the
Sensitivity/Uncertainty (S/U) methodology developed recently at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL). This method provides a more quantitative basis for choosing
benchmark experiments than the traditional qualitative approach, by comparing
dependencies on the underlying cross section data. "

Later in Section 6.1.3.5.1.4 AOA(4) Mixed Oxide Powder, pg 6.0-29, the discussion
about the experiments for AOA(4) references the ORNL S/U method.

One could infer from these discussions a preference on the part of the Staff for the S/U
method. This seems inappropriate, given that the S/U method is an unvalidated code
and has not been adopted by industry or endorsed by the NRC. As indicated elsewhere
in the DFSER, this was, in part, the basis for the DCS conclusion, and NRC Staff
concurrence, to defer use of the S/U technique at this time.

It should be noted, however, that DCS has the option of revalidating AOA(4) at a later
date, to regain the 1% penalty discussed in Section 6.1.3.5.1.4.

DCS also suggests, rather than concluding that the ORNL S/U method (TSUNAMI) is
"more quantitative," that the S/U method be described as providing an alternative tool to
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 6 Criticality Safety

evaluate the applicability of benchmarks (as noted by ORNL, the output of the tool is
qualitative).

6-4. Section 6.1.3.5.1.5 AOA(5): Solutions of Plutonium Compounds, pg 6.0-35, 1st
paragraph: "Therefore, the specification of the applicable absorber loading is necessary
in the definition of the AOA. "

The validation report does not apply a generic geometric correlation factor. The
development of the specific application, i.e., the calculation specifying the absorber
material, is where the specific geometry is taken into consideration. Therefore this
sentence should be modified or deleted.
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Enclosure I
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 7 Fire Safety

7-7. Section 7.1.5.8, pg 7.0-18: this section implies that NFPA 801 mandates the protection
of emergency control room operators from external fires. NFPA 801 only addresses the
location of outside air intakes to minimize the induction of contaminants.
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Enclosure I
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 8 Chemical Safety

8-6. Section 8.1.2.5.3.1, pg 8.0-34, 4th paragraph, and pg 8.0-37, 2nd paragraph, and Section
8.1.2.5.5.1, pg 8.0-43, 1" full paragraph: similar to wording on FSER page 8-48 and in
conjunction with comment 8-1, please add the phrase "as needed" to the discussion on
testing.

8-7. Section 8.1.2.5.5.2, pg 8.0-43 and Section 8.1.2.5.5.3, pg 8.0-45: in these sections there
are discussions of facility experiences that are generically applicable to the phenomena
being discussed but not necessarily applicable to the design of our facility. Therefore, a
statement should be added to these sections to make it clear that the descriptive nature of
the experiences at the other facilities in no way represents the expected operations of the
MFFF and are used only to substantiate the decision that the safety basis of the MFFF is
adequate for construction authorization.

8-8. Table 8-12, pg 8.0-54: the original CAR proposed TEELs as the chemical limits for
Control Room Consequence Calculations and the staff generated DSER Open Item CS-
05b. This open item was concerned with the changing nature of TEELs and that they
could go up or down. Therefore, as was discussed in several meetings with the staff to
close DSER Open Item CS-05b the applicant was asked to commit to a specific version
of the TEEL values. Hence, the applicant committed to Revision 18. At this point there
is no reason for identifying the Revision 19 TEEL value for Aluminum Nitrate in Table
8-12. Delete the reference to Revision 19 in the table.

8-9. Section 8.1.2.6.4, pg 8.0-55: DCS has not identified a safety function for workers in the
Emergency Control Room. The emergency control room allows an operator to monitor
the shutdown of processes during an event. However, no safety related operator action
has been identified at this time. DCS has chosen to protect the workers in the control
room and as such has identified the Emergency Control Room Ventilation system as a
PSSC.

8-10. Proposed Permit Condition, pg 8.0-56: DCS has not committed to maintaining the
control room concentrations to below Level I values as indicated in FSER Table 8-5 and
recent discussions with the Staff. There are no operator actions required in the
emergency control room identified at this time, particularly in response to releases of the
two chemicals of potential consequence identified in previous correspondence. DCS
would like to discuss alternative proposals for resolution of this issue with the Staff as
soon as possible.
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 10 Environmental Protection

10-1. Section 10.1.2.1: this section is somewhat misleading. The first paragraph discussed
data presented by DCS in the CAR for a 52-meter receptor. The second paragraph
presents data provided by DCS in the ER for a 5-mile receptor. Please use consistent
data in these discussions or clarify the use of separate data sets.

10-2. Section 10.1.2.1: "The applicant's estimate of the mnaxin nunI potential dlose to all
individual member of the public in the unrestricted area is 1.5 x 10.? mnrem per year.
However, in Rev 3 of the Environmental Report Table 5-1 1 (submitted 20 June 2003),
the MEI annual dose for the offsite public was updated to 3.3E-03 mrem/yr.
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Chapter 12 Human Factors Engineering

12-1. Section 12.1.1, pg 12.0-2: 1st paragraph. The DSER states: "The applicant also
committed to using the Design Review Checklist in NUREG/CR-6636 ..." In DCS' 7
January 2002 letter to the NRC it was stated that "...DCS will reviewv these criteria for
applicability to the digital controls of the principle SSCs..." Enclosure A, page 21.
(This comment was previously made on Revision I of the DSER in DCS letter# 141
dated 30 May 2003 and NRC agreed to change the FSER in NRC letter dated 25 July
2003)
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Editorial Comments

E-1. Global editorial comment, please replace the term public with the phrase individual
outside the controlled area (1OC) in all locations.

E-2. Abstract, pg iii, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence. Insert the word "been" in front of the
phrase "declared excess to..."

E-3. Acronyms and Abbreviations, pg x
Add "CWTS", Clean Water Treatment System and "WSB", Waste Solidification
Building

E-4. Section 1.1.1.1.2, 2nd paragraph, modify the following sentence:
"alternate feedstock in temporary storage at other locations at the SRS," - it might not
be stored at SRS - suggest deleting "... in temporary storage at other locations at the
SRS,"

E-5. Section 1.1.1.2, ISt paragraph, Modify the sentence as follows:
The material would then be moved to the AP or MOX processing area.

E-6. Section 1.1.1.3.2, 3Td paragraph, Revise the following sentence, "The sintering would
also remove both organic products from the pellet and the poreformer", as follows: "The
sintering would also remove both organic products from the pellet: the lubricant and the
poreformer".

E-7. Section 1.3.1, pg 1.3-1, 1 " paragraph below the bullets, last sentence, "is" should be
"are"

E-8. Section 1.3.1.3 pg 1.3-3, 2nd paragraph, correct the following typo: "-19.4° C" should be
" -16 10 C"

E-9. Section 1.3.1.3 pg 1.3-4, 2nd to the last paragraph should read "... is estimated at 26
strikes per square mile [10 strikes per square km] per year." Alternatively, at least, the
"X" should be changed to "26".

E-10. Section 1.3.1.4 pg 1.3-4, last paragraph on the page, 3rd line, correct the following typo:
"289 in" should be "289 mi"

E-l 1. Section 1.3.1.4 pg 1.3-5, Near the end of the 1" full paragraph on this page,
"this cascading failure and" should be added before "other events

E-12. Section 1.3.1.5.1 pg 1.3-9. Delete "all" so the 2nd line of the 2nd paragraph will read "...

because the applicant ... " instead of "... because all the applicant ... ".
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Enclosure I
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Editorial Comments

E-13. Section 1.3.1.5.1 pg 1.3-9. Insert "all of the" in front of the phrase "potentially
significant seismic sources..."

E-14. Section 1.3.1.5.4 pg 1.3-12, List sentence of last paragraph should read "... because
they provide ... ", instead of "...because they provides ... "

E-15. Section 1.3.1.5.5 pg 1.3-13, Is reference to Section 1.1.1.1.4 correct? Is it referring to
(DOE, 2002)?

E-16. Section 1.3.1.5.5, pg 1.3-13, Last paragraph, The reference for DCS' submittal of
calculations demonstrating acceptable seismic performance is incorrect. "(Enclosure B
of DCS, 2001b)" should read "(Enclosure B of DCS, 2002a)." DCS 2002a is letter
DCS-NRC-000085 dated 08 March 2002, and as that letter is written its Enclosure B is
easy to overlook. The citation should be fixed so that future readers do not have to do
extensive document searches.

E-17. Section 1.3.1.5.5 pg 1.3-14, Near the end of the 1st paragraph, "124 mi [120 kin]" should
be changed to "124 mi [200 kin]".

E- IE. Section 1.3.1.5.5 pg 1.3-14, Following "WSRC, 2000a", add "DCS, 2001b, 2003b"

E-19. Section 1.3.1.6.1 pg 1.3-16, "core penetration tests ..." should read "cone penetration
tests ..."

E-20. Section 1.3, pg 1.3-19, References,

DCS, 2001a transmitted only Revision A of the Geotechnical Report, so "C and " should
be deleted.
DCS, 2001b transmitted only Revision C of the Geotechnical Report, so " and A" should
be deleted.

E-21. Section 5.1.5.4, pg 5.0-8, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence, "criteria" should be "criterion"

E-22. Section 5.1.6.1, pg 5.0-11, last paragraph, 2nd sentence -
fluid transport systems are qualified "as necessary"

E-23. Table 5-la, pg 5-44 - next to last row. Fluid transport systems withstand DBE as
necessary.

E-24. Table 5-lb, pg 5-54 - middle row, safety function add the following underlined text.
"...negative pressure differential exists between the C4 glovebox and the C3 areas."
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Enclosure I
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Editorial Comments

E-25. Table 5-lb, pg 5.0-79, General: Under "Bounding Event" change MFFF to BMF

E-26. Table 5-2, pg 5.0-93, Change: "MFFF Tornado Dampers" to "BMF Tornado Dampers"
and, "MFFF Vent system" to BMF Vent system"

E-27. Table 5-2, pg 5.0-94, Change: "MFFF and EDG" to "BMF, BEG, and UEF'

E-28. Table 5-2, pg 5.0-98, Under"Seismic Monitoring" PSSC; Change "MFFF' to "BMF in
the event of a DE"

E-29. Table 5-2, pg 5.0-99, Under "Waste Transfer Line"; Change "MFFF' to "BMF"

E-30. Section 7.1.2.8 / 2nd paragraph, Replace: "In addition, the deliberate pressure cascade
from the safe havens to the stairwells would ensure that smoke infiltration in minimized
during a fire in the MP or AP areas." With: "Stairwells are pressurized, with respect to
the corridors, to minimize smoke infiltration during a fire in the MP or AP areas."

E-31. Section 8.1.2.1.6, 2nd sentence, delete the phrase "ranges are not well addressed." The
ranges are addressed well enough to conclude the process is ready for construction
authorization.

E-32. Section 8.1.2.1.7, pg 8.0-10, 2 nd sentence, delete the pharase " limits are not well
addressed." The limits are addressed well enough to conclude the process is ready for
construction authorization.

E-33. Section 8.1.2.5.2, delete the use of the term AOA in this chapter. AOA has a specific
meaning within the criticality community and it could become confusing to use it in two
similar but different ways.

E-34. Section 8.1.2.5.5.4, pg 8.0-49. Insert "SRS" in front of the term "Technical Safety
Requirements" in the parenthetical statement in the middle of the 1" paragraph.

E-35. Section 8.1.2.5.5.4, as a result of the indentation scheme used in this section it was
difficult to determine when you were providing information from the DNFSB, SRS, or
MFFF. Please make it clearer. For example, under the subsection November 2003
DNFSB Technical Report you indented a discussion of "Temperature" to indicate it is
from the DNFSB report, and on the next page the same level of indentation is used for
items 1 and 2 which we believe are related to the MFFF and not the DNFSB report.

E-36. Section 8.1.2.6.4, pg 8.0-55. DCS has not committed to Reg Guide 1.78, therefore, a
comparison with the values in Table 8-12 is irrelevant. This sentence should be deleted.
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Enclosure 1
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Editorial Comments

E-37. Section 11.1.1.3.2.3, pg 11.1-1 1, 4th line of 1st paragraph under Foundation Design
Criteria says base level of BAP is 1.75 ft below grade, but this should say 17.5 ft. The
metric value is OK.

E-38. Section 11.1.1.3.2.3, pg 11.1-11, Ist paragraph under Foundation Design Criteria - It is
more accurate to replace "maximum density" at the end of this paragraph with
"maximum dry density determined in accordance with ASTM D1557".

E-39. Section 11.1.1.3.2.3, pg 11.1-11, Near the bottom of this page, change "These primary
settlement estimates were determined using a preconsolidation pressure that was
sufficiently large but smaller than the sum of the preconsolidation soil pressures and the
pressure induced by structure loads" to the following:

"These primary settlement estimates were determined assuming that the in situ soils
were preconsolidated to pressures in excess of the sum of the initial overburden
pressures and the pressure induced by structure loads but that the soft zone soils were
normally consolidated under the existing overburden pressures."

E-40. Section 11.1.3, pg 11.1-14
DCS, 2001 is missing a "0" in the report ID. It should be NTE-G-00005-C.

E-41. Section 11.2.1.1, pg 11.2-2 / Para 4
Change sentence to " Solvent extraction removes impurities such as gallium, uranium
and americium. (CAR section 11.3)

E-42. 11.2.1.2.4, 11.2-6, 2nd para, 2nd sentence, Add at the end of the sentence 'and the
catholyte'

E43. 11.2.1.2.15, pg 11.2-15, first paragraph, Similar to the paragraphs that follow the table
concerning the high alpha and stripped uranium liquid waste streams,add a statement to
the effect that the low level liquid waste stream is transferred to the WSB Clean Water
Treatment System (CWTS) in batches via a dedicated double walled stainless steel pipe
provided with leak detection.

E-44. 11.2.1.3.9, It is KCD Unit instead of KCO

E-45. Table 11.4-1, C2 Confinement Passive Barrier, Suggest using the wording "Limit the
dispersion of radioactive material" instead of "Control release of plutonium"

E-46. Table 11.4-1, C2 Confinement Passive Barrier, Update the following statement within
the table to reflect that the C2 system does not have manual dampers (see 11 Oct 04
letter from DCS to NRC).

"Automatic and man*al fire-rated dampers between designated fire areas"
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Enclosure I
DCS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Editorial Comments

E-47. Table 11.4-1, C4 confinement system, controlling parameters, Consider re-writing:
"High-capacity flow system (125 ft/min) in the event of glove box breach to maintain
negative pressure." To: "High capacity flow to provide 125 ft/min air flow velocity into
a breach in the glove box primary confinement.

E-48. Table 11.4-1, C4 confinement system, controlling parameters, Consider re-writing:
"except heat removal is by air flow dilution." As: "except heat removed up stream of the
final HEPA filters, during a fire, is accomplished by air flow dilution not water spray."

E-49. Table 11.4- 1, C3 confinement system, controlling parameters, Consider re-writing:
"High-capacity flow system (125 ft/min) in the event of glove box breach to maintain
negative pressure." To: "High capacity flow to provide 125 ft/min air flow velocity into
a breach in the glove box primary confinement.

E-50. Table 11.4-1, C3 confinement system, controlling parameters, Consider re-writing:
"except heat removal is by air flow dilution." As: "except heat removed up stream of the
final HEPA filters, during a fire, is accomplished by air flow dilution not water spray."

E-51. Table 11.4-1, Supply Air System, Controlling Parameters, Revise last sentence to read:
"" The HEPA filters will be tested in place to assure a leakage efficiency of 99.95
percent. (CAR 11.4.11.1.9)

E-52. 11.5.1.1.2.1, Third paragraph, Reword as follows: " Normally, the two 4.16Kv
switchgear buses are isolated from each other. If an offsite feed is lost and the other
feeder is available, an automatic delayed transfer closes the cross connect to supply the
two switchgear buses from the one remaining offsite feeder. Additional ........" (CAR
section 11.5.2.1.1)

E-53. 11.5.1.1.2.3.1, First Paragraph, Insert the following:" .... l, oads are stripped from the
bus, as required,.

E-54. 11.5.1.1.2.3.1, pg 11.5-4, 2nd paragraph, Delete " 125Vdc" CAR section 11.5.3.11 states
that a redundant electrical starting system will be used, the battery voltage is not
speci fied.

E-55. Section 11.6.1.1.2.1, 2nd paragraph, The text says "The single channels of the safety
control subsystem are separate and independent from the other two control subsystems"
Modify the sentence to say: "There are two independent safety channels in the safety
control sub system, both of which are separate and independent of the other two control
systems."
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Enclosure 1
I)CS Comments on NRC Revised Draft Final Safety Evaluation Report

Editorial Comments

E-56. Section 1 1.6.1.1.2.5, pg 1 1.6-4, In the description of the Emergency control room the
text says "Traditional electro mechanical control devices . . . " This should be changed to
read "Solid state or traditional electro mechanical control devices . . ." to make the
description consistent with what is shown on page 11.6-5.

E-57. 1 1.8.1. 1, pg 1 1.8-3, Last paragraph, Delete the last sentence; this sentence is a repeat of
the 1St sentence in the previous paragraph.

E-58. pg 1 1.8-1 1, In the paragraph of Evaluation of Capacity; Replace reference to section
1 1.8.1.3 by Table 11.8.6 (this appears to be a more concise reference)

E-59. pg 11.8-16 / 2nd Paragraph, Under heading Evaluation of Functionality During Natural
Phenomena; Correct the table nos: Table 1 1.8.1, 11.8.2, and 1 1.8.3

E-60. Section 12.1.7, There is a typo in the title of NUREG-071 1. The correct title of
NUREG-071 1 is "Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model", not Mode.
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